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OUR

FACILITY

TEL 03-3446-3478

OUR

Kspace is located in a very impressive building in Shirokanedai. In collaboration
with prestigious architects and child specialists, we created the ultimate facility, with
state-of-the-art safety and esthetic features throughout. Our location is quiet, surrounded by nature and amongst a loving community.

APPROACH

OUR
MISSION

OUR
ENVIRONMENT
•

•

We teach in a bright, energy-charged environment, where it’s

fine to laugh loudly and think deeply. Every time you walk through the school, children

Roof Top Area
Our enclosed play area has great
views of the nature reserve. Fully
equipped with soft padding,
water/sand play, climbing and
games equipment, football space,
basketball nets and sun awning.

and teachers can be observed playing music, singing, heavily immersed in project work
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or discussing fascinating topics. In order to offer a well-balanced education, students
are also guided in etiquette, safety, hygiene and other skills that assist their development and happiness.

OUR
TEAM
•

In order to offer dynamic and varied programmes our teachers are

OUR
PROGRAMMES Our aim is to provide a 'one-stop' educational facility, offering the
•

best programmes for children from infancy to elementary school pupils. Our curricula are
designed to be stimulating and challenging for native speakers and EFL students. One
size doesn't fit all, so we have created multi-approach study units using the best elements
in education and wonderful materials from around the world. We blend educational
approaches harmoniously to prepare children well for their future.

Soft Gym
Time for movement and physical
play is essential for our youngest,
kinetic learners. Our soft play-gym
includes an expansive range of
quality toys: A great place for our
preschool children to let off steam.

OUR

COURSES
International Preschool & Kindergarten
Ages 3 months to 4 years

3rd Floor Classroom
This happy classroom is a
permanent display of the middle
school’s fantastic work. Our
youngest kindergarten children
are exposed to a superb range of
subjects and materials, and their
room has many key areas for
learning and creativity.

Ages 14 months to 10 years

Ages 14 months to 6 years

3rd

4th Floor Classroom
Our Kindergarten pre-graduates
spend their final terms here, in a
classroom atmosphere
conducive to exploration and
focused study. The bright setting
becomes a canvas for the
children’s in-depth and varied
project work.
Indoor P.E. & Gymnastics
This room houses our mini-pro
gymnastics equipment, which
can be assembled to offer a
variety of fun and essential
physical challenges to our older
age groups.
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Reception
Our reception area is a central
point where we greet parents and
welcome new visitors.

1st Floor Classroom
Our Lower School children enjoy
designated areas of this floor,
where we have a huge range of
props, educational toys,
percussion instruments, art
materials and tools to enrich
curious minds and busy bodies.
When our tiniest students need
to nap they enjoy our ‘Cocoon
Club’ – an especially cosy spot
with cots, blankets and a sense
of security.

Our Building
We are situated within easy
reach of many areas of Tokyo.
Our distinctive building sits in a
wide, leafy avenue, allowing
access and stress-free drop-offs
and collections for busy parents!

Kokomo’s Atelier
This cute extension offers
a sunny little corner in the
front of the school that
is ideal to be utilised as
a private space for tutorials,
meetings and music lessons.
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Parent

Kspace offers you a great choice of workshops and courses
throughout the year, with very few closure dates! Other
parent & child services include; Saturday Family Circle
Times, Emergency/First Aid Workshops for parents,
Themed birthday parties or facility hire.

Also under the Tspace umbrella are; Theme-based Seasonal
Programmes (spring/summer/winter school), EFL Boot Camps,
Saturday Kindy Programme (EFL base)

In 1999, British-born Juliet decided to draw upon her own psychology background and develop truly dynamic
programmes for a unique parent & child center. With the help of experts and education specialists from the UK
- Kspace was born!
Juliet holds an Honours Degree in Psychology and certificates in Baby Massage, Peer Massage, Soft
Gymnastics and Singapore Maths. Juliet understands the need for support whilst raising children, and hopes
to provide a strong social circle, especially for Tokyo’s expatriates who are here without extended family. She is
mother to a teenage son and two young daughters who also love Kspace!

We welcome you to come and take
a look around. As soon as you step
inside our school you will feel the
Kspace difference! The school is
rather like elements from a child’s
dream; a world where their ideas
come to life.

